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My Story



Adaptability is King 
in Times of Change



• Literally summon strangers from 
the internet to get into their car.

1995 Today

• Don’t get into strangers cars

• Don’t meet people from the 
internet
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Cost

“For the average 
employee, it costs upwards 

of 150% of their annual 
salary to replace them.”

-Zen Workplace

Why Does Turnover 
Matter?



Cultural Values

Workforce Factors that 

Matter Most to Employees
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“Highly engaged employees are 87% 
less likely to leave their companies 

than their disengaged counterparts.”

- Corporate Leadership Council

”

Employees Will Stay IF They Are Engaged



30%

30% of employees 
are engaged

*Emplify Insights Data Index



What is 
Employee Engagement?



An employee’s intellectual (head) and 
emotional (heart) connection with an 

employer, demonstrated by motivation 
and commitment (hands) to positively 
impact the company vision and goals.



1. Circle the outcomes of 
disengagement your organization is 

experiencing.

Personal Action Summary



2. Which segment of your 
organization is struggling the most in 

the above area(s)?

Personal Action Summary



Satisfaction
good

Engagement
great

Am I comfortable and am I 
going to stay?

How can I drive the business 
forward?

I work only enough to meet 
basic expectations My heart and mind are in 

it and I give 115% 
everyday.



Engaged staff is 44% more 
productive than satisfied staff.

- Gallup/Bain & Co



What Drives 
Employee 

Engagement?
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PTO

Role Clarity

Prof. Dev.

Authenticity

Autonomy

Manager

Utilization

Competency

Fairness
Friendship

Shared 
Values

Purpose

Engagement Drivers in Services

Feedback

Trust



3. Which employee engagement 
driver do you think is the lowest for 

the segment you listed in #2?

Personal Action Summary



Why isn’t it working?



“The essence of strategy is that you must 
set limits on what you're trying to 

accomplish.” 
Michael Porter

”



“What gets measured gets managed.”

- Peter Drucker

Operations Sales Customer
Service

?

Engagement & 
Culture



How do we decide on and measure 
the impact of solving the most 

impactful, highest-ROI 
engagement problems?





1. Surface engagement reality

Quantitatively 
MEASURE



*Emplify Insights Index



1. Surface engagement reality

2. Set baseline measurement 
score

3. Select a few areas
to qualitatively 
diagnose

Quantitatively 
MEASURE



We Know 
Gut Instincts 

Can be Wrong



Confidential

?

Data-Driven

Measurement Best Practices

Measure the 
Right Thing



SegmentConfidential

?

Data-Driven

Measurement Best Practices

Right Channel

Measure the 
Right Thing

Frequency



Home office

Corporate

On site

Production

Installation



4. We quantitatively measure 
engagement.

Personal Action Summary
On a Scale of 1-5



5. Employees are confident of the 
complete confidentiality of their 

responses.

Personal Action Summary
On a Scale of 1-5



6. I can segment employee 
engagement insights in a way that is 

meaningful to my business.

Personal Action Summary
On a Scale of 1-5



7. We receive analysis of results in a 
timely way

Personal Action Summary
On a Scale of 1-5



8. We measure frequently  enough 
to get ahead of engagement issues 

before they fester

Personal Action Summary
On a Scale of 1-5



1. Seek input from those closest 
to the problem

2. Narrowly define the problem: 
what (driver), where (group) 
and why (root cause)Qualitatively 

DIAGNOSE



What are the top root causes of my 
organization’s low engagement right 
now?



1. Use insights to create a 
focused action plan with clear 
ownership & accountability

2. Execute and communicateFocused
ACTION



9. What is one action I can take to improve 
engagement for the segment listed in 

question 2

Personal Action Summary
On a Scale of 1-5



Nan Haver
President & CEO

• Nonprofit, human services firm

• Reading, PA

• 500+ employees

• Distributed workforce across two office 
locations

• 1+ year Emplify customer



1. Measure results progress

2. Celebrate and recognize 
progress

3. Iterate strategy based on 
lessons learned

Analyze
RESULTS



10. My single greatest takeaway:

Personal Action Summary







800 - 580 - 5344                    @emplify                   emplify.com

Self-evaluate the following questions on a scales of 1-5. 
1 = strongly disagree  2 = disagree  3 = unsure  4 = agree  5 = strongly agree

4. We quantitatively measure employee engagement (not satisfaction or happiness).

  1   2   3   4   5

5. Employees are confident of the complete confidentiality of their responses.

  1   2   3   4   5

6. We can segment employee engagement insights by department, team, location, tenure,  generation and any 
other grouping that is meaningful to my business.

  1   2   3   4   5

7. We receive analysis of results in a timely way.

  1   2   3   4   5

8. We measure frequently enough to get ahead of engagement issues before they fester.

  1   2   3   4   5

9. What is one action I can take to improve engagement for the segment listed in question 2?

10. My single greatest takeaway is: 

1. Circle the outcomes of disengagement your organization is experiencing.

2. Which segment of your business is struggling the most in the above area(s)?  
 (i.e. department/team/role/location/manager)

3. Which employee engagement driver do you think is the lowest for that segment?

PERSONAL ENGAGEMENT ACTION SUMMARY

 Turnover  

 Productivity 

 Absenteeism  

 Low Energy 

 Adaptability 

 Burn Out 

 Poor Customer Service 

 Lack of Innovation



800 - 580 - 5344                    @emplify                   emplify.com

1. Purpose - Employees know why the business exists beyond making a profit.

2.  Role Clarity - Employees can connect their daily work tasks to the purpose of the 
business and have clarity about what that work is.

3.  Utilization - Employees feel that the organization effectively uses their abilities and skills 
in their role.

4.  Autonomy - Employees are trusted to use their expertise to make decisions about how to 
do their jobs.

5.  Shared Values - Employees share common work attitudes and personal values with  
their coworkers.

6.  Friendship - Employees have close relationships and feel cared for by another person (or 
persons) at work.

7.  Trust - Employees feel there is trust and respect in the working environment, specifically 
between people they work most closely with.

8.  Authenticity - Employees have a sense that leadership is honest about the business  
and themselves.

9.  Fairness - Employees feel that rewards and treatment of individuals is fair within  
the organization.

10. Feedback - Employees feel that they receive adequate and helpful feedback.

11.  Manager - A broad assessment of the relationship between the employee and his or her 
manager that looks at respect, feedback, fairness, development, and advocacy.

12. PTO - Employee’s sense that they can take PTO when needed.

13. Competency - The match between the employee’s ability and the challenge of their work.

14.  Professional Development - If there is someone who promotes and encourages the 
employee’s professional development.

KEY ENGAGEMENT DEFINITIONS

The 14 Key Engagement Drivers go deeper into what the problem is and help point you in the right direction 
on what you can do to improve engagement.

Employee Engagement - An employee’s intellectual and emotional connection with an employer, 
demonstrated by motivation and committment to positively impact the company vision and goals.
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